FRESHERMEN WIN FROM JUNIORS 15-14
Engineer Tennis Stars Win First Meet Of Season

FRESHERMEN RALLY IN LAST MINUTES TO BEAT JUNIORS
Upperclassmen Have Game on Ice at Break Start on HITTING BULL'S EYE IN GORAM HIT OUT OF BOX
In one of those monotonous last minute rallies which make up games from drafty affairs in a contest with a nagging for the Engineers, the Engineers came out of the second set when they were down 11-9, with 5 runs in the third inning to win the game of 11 runs to 10. As they did in the first set, Junctions, on a bunt, Johnson making another error when he left the field, take 2 runs before the break. The safe home and giving him the lead. The Engineers, on a hit, Johnson to Brown. Crandall bit a dew drop to Crandall, Eager whiffed three Outs on a slow infield tap, Rhinehart to a high fly to Berkeley who had no runs. One hit.

A fly into Giles' hands. Throw to Giles. 8 runs, 5 hits, 3 errors.
Hernandez to stretch a single into a two-bagger in Richards' place on the bases. Bryant cleared the ases with a home run from Hernandez, and Berkeley got a hit counting for eight runs. Rinehart, 1.444 batting average of the boat up, Capt. Eaton, Crowley, and Giles. Weil) e hit scoring Johnson. Bodell fanned, Bryant tossed out.

111 out at first. Dyer got a corking of them. The Juniors were never very hot on the day and knocked in the 5 runs. A typography error was made writing the Juniors to lead 15 to 14. A clditig drab affairs to a contest with the Froshs.
THE TECH
Friday, April 25, 1924

Institute Tennis Men Win Against B.U. Aggregation
Win Both Singles and Doubles Against Opponents With Score of 5-1

Beaver Team Does Well
In the opening game of the season against a strong Frosh team, Engineer electors opened with a 5-1 victory over B.U. by virtue of the following line-up: Bergey, Campton; Underwood, Stapleton; Howard, Cline. Eager had 2 hits. One run, no hit.
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